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ABSTRACT
A flexible multi-service 5G wide area (WA) solution for time division duplex (TDD) operation is outlined in this article. In particular, the associated frame design is in focus. Given the fundamental tradeoffs between capacity, coverage, latency, and reliability, a flexible solution that allows optimization on a per-link basis is proposed. The solution encompasses the possibility to schedule users with different transmission time intervals to best match their service requirements and radio conditions. Due to the large downlink/uplink transmission power imbalance for each link, asymmetric link operation is proposed, where users operate with different minimum transmission times for the two link directions. This is achieved by using a highly flexible asynchronous hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) scheme, as well as a novel solution with in-resource control channel signaling for the scheduling grants. Performance results for the proposed 5G WA TDD solution show clear benefits over current LTE, for example, reduced latency and more scalable control overhead to better support users with different QoS requirements.

INTRODUCTION
In this article we focus on the design of a 5G multi-service air interface with wide area (WA) coverage, using time division duplex (TDD). In this context, WA coverage is achieved with high-power macrocells, deployed at relative low carrier frequencies due to the more favorable radio propagation properties at these bands. As an example, roughly half of the available bands below 6 GHz that could be made available for future 5G deployments is unpaired, that is, for TDD. 5G is set to support a wide range of highly diverse services. This includes enhanced mobile broadband (MBB) with peak data rates of 10–20 Gb/s, offering spatial uniform availability of end-user data rates of 100 Mb/s. Moreover, efficient expediency of MBB services should also support flexible scheduling of smaller payloads, and thus requires a scheduling framework that supports high dynamic range of scheduled payload sizes. Furthermore, machine type communication (MTC) with massive machine communication (MMC) and mission critical communication (MCC) are other use cases. MCC is particularly challenging as it requires both low latency and ultra reliable communication. Among others, these service requirements translate to the need for short transmission time intervals for MCC, large bandwidth for MBB, and low bandwidth operation for MMC devices with low cost and energy consumption requirements. For more information on 5G requirements, we refer to [1, 2].

It is well known that there are fundamental tradeoffs between capacity, latency, reliability, and coverage [3]. This basically means that optimizing for one metric results in a loss for the other metrics. As an example, this can be illustrated with the effective capacity, which expresses the maximum source data arrival rate that a certain channel process can support, while fulfilling a latency constraint [4]. With no latency constraints, the effective capacity equals the Shannon capacity, while it decreases asymptotically as stricter latency constraints are enforced. From a system design point of view, this tells us that we should not optimize the air interface to, for example, always fulfill strict latency requirements, as this will incur a loss in capacity (spectral efficiency), and vice versa. Instead, the focus of this study is on a flexible system design that allows optimizing each link in coherence with its service requirements. Despite the relative short time that 5G has been researched, the open literature already includes an impressive number of 5G related studies. Examples of 5G studies include: the METIS project [5]; use of centralized network architectures has been suggested in [6]; small cell optimized TDD design for MBB has been proposed in [7]; and 5G cell densification in [8].

In our effort to design a flexible multi-service 5G WA TDD concept, we start by first identifying the fundamental objectives and constraints in the radio design. The tradeoffs between capacity, coverage, and latency are studied, and solutions aiming at making the best compromises between these metrics are suggested. In particular, a configurable 5G TDD frame structure for efficient multiplexing of users is outlined, which comprises cell-specific configurations, as well as flexibility for user scheduling within the cells. Throughout the study, we will use the Long Term Evolution (LTE) Rel-12 solution with enhanced interference mitigation and traffic adaptation (eIMTA) as the reference for today’s 4G cellular [9]. In short, eIMTA is the LTE TDD solution with adaptive adjustment of downlink/uplink transmission patterns. Although being a powerful concept, LTE eIMTA...
does not fulfill all of the requirements of 5G, as it was designed mainly for MBB use cases with more modest data rates. As an example, the lowest possible radio hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) round trip time (RTT) for LTE eIMTA is on the order of 9.8 ms–12.4 ms, depending on the downlink/uplink configuration [10]. Our performance analysis shows that the proposed 5G WA TDD concept can achieve significantly lower latency, and higher flexibility for scheduling of users with extreme diverse service requirements. The article is closed with concluding remarks and outlook.

**Fundamental Constraints**

**Uplink Coverage and Bandwidth Constraints**

Providing good coverage is obviously a priority for a 5G WA design. Due to the lower user equipment (UE) transmit power (as compared to the base station, also known as eNB), the coverage is typically determined by the uplink. For a TDD system, the coverage is further challenged as UEs are allowed to transmit only at certain time-intervals. Coverage challenged UEs will need to transmit for a certain minimum time-duration to allow the receiving eNB to collect a sufficient amount of energy to successfully decode the transmission. In LTE link budget studies, it was, for example, found that the physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) transmitted during a 1 ms time-interval has a coverage range of 1.4 km and 1 km for suburban and dense urban non line of sight conditions (NLOS), respectively [9]. These results are obtained for four receive antennas at the eNB, assuming a carrier frequency of 2 GHz. Reducing the transmission time from 1 ms to 0.2 ms as assumed in recent 5G (small cell) TDD concept studies [7], is estimated to reduce the coverage range to ~300 meters. Hence, it is of paramount importance that a new 5G WA TDD concept is designed with the flexibility to allow configuration of (continuous) uplink transmit opportunities to meet the desired coverage target. For the downlink, the coverage is obviously better due to the higher eNB transmit power. It is therefore desirable to have support for asymmetric link operation, where the transmission times of data and control can be set differently for the two link directions on a per user basis, depending on its coverage.

For MMC we also consider device cost and energy constraints in our design. More specifically, we aim at designing a system that supports concurrent operation of low bandwidth MMC devices on wider bandwidth 5G carriers. We consider support of low cost and energy efficient MMC devices with a transceiver bandwidth of no more than a couple of hundred kHz to a few MHz for the downlink, and only a single antenna. For the uplink, even lower transmission bandwidth is considered. Due to the lack of frequency and space (i.e. antenna) diversity, additional time diversity is desirable for MMC with relaxed latency requirements.

**Multi-Cell Coordinated TDD Operation**

It is well known from numerous studies that dynamic TDD operation is feasible and attractive for small cell scenarios, allowing each cell to autonomously decide the transmission direction depending on the needs within the cell (also known as uncoordinated TDD). Dynamic TDD operation is feasible for small cell scenarios due to the balanced output power level from eNBs and UEs, making it possible to manage cross-link interference with advanced receiver interference suppression techniques (e.g., [7, 8]). However, for a WA setting, the eNB transmit power is typically on the order of ~49 dBm, having antenna gain of at least ~14 dBi, and thus resulting in an equivalent isotropic radio power (EIRP) of ~63 dBm, while the EIRP for the UE is typically only 23 dBm, assuming a maximum transmit power of 23 dBm and 0 dBi antenna gain. The large output power imbalance (~40 dB in EIRP and ~26 dB without antenna gains) between UEs and eNBs for a WA scenario sets additional restrictions on the TDD operation, since closely coupled cells will have to coordinate the use of uplink/downlink transmission patterns to avoid severe cross-link interference problems. This essentially calls for some degree of multi-cell coordinated TDD operation for WA scenarios. Thus, each cell does not have the full freedom to determine if the cell resources are used for uplink or downlink, as some alignment and coordination with other WA cells in the vicinity is required. The use of massive MIMO and advanced interference suppression techniques can, however, help relax the requirements for tight inter-cell coordination.

**System Constraints**

Finally, there are system related constraints that need to be considered. Among these, there need to be regular downlink transmission resources available for sending the broadcast channel with the most essential system information, as well as physical layer discovery signals. There also needs to be resources available for uplink random access (RA) [12]. Again, for large WA cells, the required time-duration of the resources for RA should approximately equal 1 ms for UEs at the cell-edge to perform successful access. Moreover, even for a cell with heavy downlink user plane traffic, it is desirable to have frequent opportunities for uplink transmission of various physical layer related control information. The latter includes positive and negative acknowledgments for HARQ, and various channel quality information feedback that the eNB needs for link adaptation and scheduling purposes, as well as MIMO adaptation. Thus, having long time periods without uplink opportunities is undesirable.

**Summary of the Main Constraints**

The identified main constraints for a flexible multi-service 5G WA TDD design are summarized in Table 1. In line with the study in [11], our hypothesis is that efficient scheduling of the considered services requires the support for different transmission time intervals (TTIs). As a few examples, users with tight latency constraints (e.g. MCC) require short TTIs, while MMC users scheduled on a narrow bandwidth are most efficiently served with longer TTIs. Moreover, users with MBB traffic could also benefit from variable TTI sizes. During the initial MBB data transmission session, the end-user experienced performance is primarily determined by the RTT due to the Providing good coverage is obviously a priority for a 5G WA design. Due to the lower user equipment (UE) transmit power (as compared to the base station, also known as eNB), the coverage is typically determined by the uplink. For a TDD system, the coverage is further challenged as UEs are only allowed to transmit at certain time-intervals only.
TCP slow start procedure (i.e., TCP flow control). Therefore, it would be advantageous to first perform scheduling of the MBB TCP data with short TTIs, followed by longer TTI sizes when reaching steady state operation. Given the requirements in Table 1, corresponding solutions are outlined in the following section.

**TDD Frame Structure Design**

**Subframe Constructs**

The proposed solution is based on a series of bidirectional TDD blocks that consists of an integer number of subframes. Given the WA coverage requirements discussed in the previous section, we consider a minimum block size of 1 ms, but also options of using longer blocks of, for example, 4 ms duration. Each block is having downlink transmission in the start, followed by a short guard period, and uplink transmission. The time resolution for the switching point between downlink and uplink in a block is on subframe resolution, assuming a 0.2 ms subframe duration as our default setting. Figure 1 shows a possible bidirectional TDD block configuration, where the first three subframes are configured for downlink, and the last two subframes are for uplink transmission (minus the fraction that is punctured for guard). Within each block, users are flexibly time-frequency multiplexed on subframe and physical resource block (PRB) resolution in coherence with their service requirements and radio conditions. The per-user resource allocation is facilitated by adopting the principle of in-resource control channel (CCH) signaling for physical layer scheduling grants [11], as illustrated in Fig. 1. Among other things, this allows scheduling users with variable effective length transmission time intervals (TTI). Referring to Fig. 1, User #3 is scheduled in the downlink with an effective TTI size corresponding to three subframes. User #1 is scheduled with an effective TTI size of one subframe in the start of the downlink part, while User #2 is scheduled on the last subframe of the downlink part. Notice that in the spirit of the in-resource CCH method, the scheduling grant for users 1–3 appears in the start of their downlink transmission. Those scheduling grants contain information on the physical resources for the data transmission, as well as the corresponding modulation and coding scheme, HARQ, and MIMO transmission information (e.g., if the user is scheduled with multiple streams). The in-resource CCH is transmitted with quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), allowing a modest set of different effective coding rates as also assumed for the LTE physical dedicated control channel (PDCCH) [10]. In the interest of UE complexity to monitor for in-resource CCH transmissions, the network can configure UEs to only search for such scheduling grants with a certain time-frequency resolution (see more details in [11]).

Notice from Fig. 1 that User #1 is scheduled in both the downlink and uplink in the same bi-directional TDD block. The in-resource CCH

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Related constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service related constraints</td>
<td>Mobile broadband (MBB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility to schedule MBB users with variable bandwidth and TTI sizes is of importance. Large dynamic range of the user plane data payload sizes to be scheduled, ranging from several tens of bytes (e.g., for application-layer control messages) to gigabytes for large data file transmissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massive machine communication (MMC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for low cost and energy efficient MTC devices that only operate on a narrow bandwidth, but also support for wideband MTC devices. Typically moderate size payloads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mission critical communication (MCC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for low latency is essential, calling for short TTI sizes when needed. Ultra high reliability for some MCC use cases. Typically moderate size payloads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uplink coverage constraints</td>
<td>• Users need a certain minimum continuous uplink transmission time to have reliable uplink reception at the eNB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Examples: with 0.2 ms transmission time, coverage is on the order of ~300 meters, while 1 ms transmission time offers 1.4 km coverage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-cell TDD coordination</td>
<td>• High-power macro cells in the same local area shall use coordinated TDD configurations of downlink/uplink transmissions to avoid cross-link interference problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The performance is at risk if cells in the same geographical area use different transmission directions at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of massive MIMO and advanced interference suppression techniques can, however, help relax the requirements for tight inter-cell coordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System constraints</td>
<td>• Desirable to have frequent downlink and uplink transmission opportunities to have fast control loops, for example, for HARQ ACK/NACK’s, channel state information, radio resource control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Known (semi-statically configured) downlink transmission opportunities for common cell control information, for example, broadcast channel with system information and cell discovery signals for mobility purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Known (semi-statically configured) uplink transmission occurrences for random access (RA), and potentially also uplink contention based data transmission access for MMC [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Flexibility for configuration of different downlink and uplink transmission switching patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link asymmetry</td>
<td>• Support link configurations where the downlink and uplink transmission time intervals can be either equal (symmetric) or take different lengths (asymmetric).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Asymmetric configurations with short transmission times for downlink, while using longer transmission times in the uplink is relevant for uplink coverage reasons.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Summary of identified main constraints for a 5G WA TDD design.**
that appears in the start of the block for User #1 contains a joint scheduling grant for the downlink and uplink allocation to that user. The uplink transmission for User #1 contains both data (a.k.a. payload) as well as the corresponding HARQ acknowledgment (ACK), or negative ACK (NACK). The ACK/NACK for User #1 is multiplexed with uplink data. Similarly, the ACK/NACK for the downlink data transmission to User #2 is also sent in the uplink part of the block. In this particular example, it is transmitted during the last subframe of the block. Following the same spirit as used for LTE, several ACK/NACK’s can be transmitted on the same set of uplink resources by using different code signatures. From the perspective of users #1 and #2, the bi-directional TDD block is said to be self-contained, as the downlink data transmission and the corresponding uplink ACK/NACK’s appear within the same block.

However, depending on the block configuration (duration and switching point between downlink and uplink) and the users’ coverage requirement, it is not always possible to transmit the users’ ACK/NACK in the same block as the downlink data transmission. First of all, the UE needs time to process the received downlink data before it can send the corresponding ACK/NACK in the uplink. This is referred to as the UE processing time. For 5G, some terminal modem vendors have reported that the UE processing time can be as short as the guard period (i.e. less than 0.1 ms), while more conservative assumptions for UE processing time is on the order of 0.3 ms (e.g., [7, 11]). Second, as discussed earlier, a certain minimum uplink transmission time is required for sending the ACK/NACK, depending on the users’ uplink link budget conditions. Hence, users in the close vicinity of their serving cell will need only one subframe (or less) for the uplink ACK/NACK transmission to have it reliably decoded at the eNB, while users at the macro cell-edge need longer transmissions. Referring to Fig. 1, only the downlink data transmission for User #3 appears in the block, while the corresponding uplink ACK/NACK is postponed until a subsequent block where there is sufficient uplink transmission time available (assuming this user is coverage limited).

**TDD Radio Frame Configuration**

An integer number of bi-directional TDD blocks (and hence also an integer number of subframes) forms the TDD radio frame, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The bi-directional TDD blocks within each TDD radio frame can have different configurations, for example, different switching points between downlink and uplink transmissions. Within each cell, the TDD radio frame structure is periodically repeated. As discussed earlier, downlink transmission resources for system information broadcast appears at least once per TDD radio frame at a predefined location (time-frequency) that is known by the users in the cell. Similarly, the locations for the cell to transmit cell discovery signals for mobility purposes are fixed within each TDD radio frame. The same applies for uplink resources for random access [12]. The exact location and design of common downlink signals for system information broadcast, cell discovery, as well as uplink random access, are outside the scope of this article.

The TDD radio frame is assumed to be coordinated between neighboring cells, such that the same synchronized downlink and uplink switching pattern is used by the cells. Depending on how fast cells in the same geographic area are able to coordinate, the TDD radio frame configuration can be semi-dynamically adjusted to best match the time-variant offered traffic for the two link directions. Hence, for a traditional distributed macrocellular network structure where the base stations are inter-connected via a backhaul, configuration of the TDD radio frame structure is only adjusted on a slow time-scale, using self-organizing network (SON) type of solutions [13]. For centralized network architectures with virtually zero-latency fronthaul connections [6], adaptation of the TDD radio frame structure configuration can be faster, exploiting more efficient adaptation in coherence with the time-variant traffic conditions. Notice furthermore that the TDD radio frame structure can consist of bi-directional TDD blocks of different lengths, for example, a mixture of 1 ms and 4 ms blocks. The longer 4 ms block offers lower relative overhead from the guard period, and options for using longer TTI durations (e.g. improved time-diversity). The 4 ms block with relative long uplink transmission time is also attractive for allocation of the random access resources, and for serving uplink coverage challenged users that require longer transmission times for maintaining their uplink connectivity.
Asymmetric Operation

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the proposed TDD radio frame structure allows asymmetric link operation, where users can be scheduled in the downlink with short TTI sizes (if desirable), while the minimum TTI size for the uplink is adjusted in coherence with the users' coverage conditions. Hence, the eNB packet scheduler is responsible for scheduling cell-edge coverage challenged users with longer TTIs in the uplink. On a similar note, cell-edge users will also be configured to send uplink control information (e.g., ACK/NACK) using longer transmission times. The transmission time length for uplink control is assumed to be configured with higher-layer signaling per UE. Asynchronous HARQ is assumed for both the downlink and uplink in order to have full support for asymmetric link operation. The use of asynchronous HARQ offers more flexibility for the timing of ACK/NACK and retransmissions as compared to synchronous HARQ. Finally, in line with the findings in [11], it is worth mentioning that the use of the in-resource CCH solution also unleashes more flexible use of time-frequency domain inter-cell interference coordination, as well as it allows the same beamforming for physical-layer control and data downlink transmissions.

Performance Analysis

In the following, we present example performance results to further illustrate the merits of the proposed solution. We start by addressing latency performance, followed by presenting examples of how the overhead varies depending on the use of different TTI sizes.

Latency Results

Table 2 summarizes the one-way downlink user plane latency for different TDD radio frame configurations. UEs at different coverage ranges, enumerated as short, medium, large, and extreme coverage ranges, are considered. The definition of latency follows that used in 3GPP for the latest eIMTA studies [9]. The user plane latency is the sum of five different components, namely the eNB and UE processing times, the frame alignment time, the TTI duration, and the average HARQ RTT. The frame alignment time is the average waiting time from when data arrives at the eNB until it can start to transmit the corresponding payload in the downlink. Hence, the value of this depends on the TDD radio frame configuration. The downlink HARQ RTT is defined as time from the eNB starting to transmit a payload, until it can start to send the corresponding retransmission on the same stop-and-wait (SAW) channel. It is assumed that the average block error rate (BLER) for a first transmission equals 10 percent, so in calculating the average HARQ RTT, weighting by a factor 0.1 is applied. The HARQ latency depends both on the TDD radio frame configuration, as well as on the UEs' coverage conditions, since users at larger coverage ranges can only transmit their ACK/NACK in a bi-directional TDD block with a sufficiently long time for uplink resources. Results are presented for two different TDD radio frame configurations. The TDD radio frame configuration with 4x1 ms blocks is composed of a downlink heavy (D), balanced (B), downlink heavy (D), and uplink heavy blocks (U). As the name indicates, the D block has a majority of the resources for downlink, the B block has similar downlink/uplink resources, while the U block has the most resources for uplink transmission. Users at the short range can transmit their ACK/NACK in a single subframe (i.e. requires only few uplink resources), while medium range users can only transmit their ACK/NACK in B and U blocks, and large range users can only transmit their ACK/NACK in U blocks. Given these assumptions, the values for the frame alignment and the average HARQ retransmission RTT are obtained from simple Monte-Carlo simulations. The results in Table 2 clearly show the benefits of having a scheme that allows asymmetric link operation. The users at short range can benefit from operation with low latency, while the users at medium and large coverage ranges tend to experience longer latencies as they are subject to more constraints on when they have opportunities for ACK/NACK retransmissions in the uplink. But still, the one-way user plane latencies for the considered TDD radio frame of 4x1ms bidirectional TDD blocks is only on the order of 1.20–1.26 ms, which is significantly lower than the best case 5–6 ms radio latency for LTE eIMTA.

Table 2 also includes results for a TDD radio frame configuration consisting of 4x1ms D blocks, followed by a 1x4 ms D block that contains approximately 1.2 ms (i.e. corresponding to six 0.2 ms subframes) of time for uplink transmission. The longer time for uplink transmission is required for extreme coverage UEs to be able to transmit their ACK/NACK. The results for this TDD radio frame configuration therefore further show the difference in experienced latency for the short range and extreme range user. It should furthermore be noticed that the results in Table 2 assume a conservative setting (0.3ms) for the eNB and UE processing times. If the eNB and UE processing times are reduced to ~0.1 ms, the total one-way downlink user plane latency is reduced to less than 1 ms (e.g., as discussed for tactile Internet use cases).

Scheduling Overhead vs Latency Tradeoffs

The low latency results are primarily achieved by using the 1 ms bi-directional TDD blocks and the even shorter scheduling allocations of 0.2 ms TTIs (i.e. corresponding to one subframe), using conservative link adaptation setting to ensure that first transmissions have a relatively high success rate (i.e. low BLER). Scheduling with short TTIs does, however, come at a cost of increased CCH overhead. Fig. 4 shows a bar chart that summa-
In this article we have proposed a highly flexible TDD solution for efficient multiplexing of users with highly diverse service requirements in a wide area (macro) type of environment. The proposed TDD radio frame structure is composed of a series of subframes that form bi-directional TDD blocks with self-decodable physical layer control and data channel elements. The TDD radio frame configuration is coordinated between neighboring macro sites to avoid undesirable cross-link interference. The solution allows operating each link in coherence with its service constraints. This includes scheduling of users with different TTI sizes to efficiently control latency-capacity tradeoffs, including asymmetric operation with different uplink and downlink minimum transmission times to meet coverage constraints. The presented performance results show that short latency can be achieved for users with good coverage, while the coverage challenged users tend to experience slightly higher latency. The proposed scheme is superior to LTE eIMTA, both in terms of the offered flexibility for multiplexing users with diverse services requirements, and in terms of achieved user plane latency. The most important lesson learned in this study is, therefore, the importance and benefit of designing 5G with a highly flexible frame structure, offering efficient tradeoffs between different optimization targets to support users with highly diverse QoS requirements.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, the tradeoffs between latency, capacity, and coverage are visible from the results in Table 2 and Fig. 4. A cell-edge user with –6 dB SINR loses 66 percent in throughput from reducing the TTI size from 2 ms to 0.2 ms, but only gains a factor of four in reduced user plane latency. A user nearer the serving cell (with +2 dB SINR), loses only 8 percent in throughput from reducing the TTI size from 2 ms to 0.2 ms.
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